
 

 
 
 
 
 

How to Cult-Proof Your Faith 
Paul’s Letter to the Philippians, Part 7  
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Introduction:  
Jesus never said following Him would be easy. We see shortly after Jesus resurrected and 
ascended into the presence of his Father there arose people who sought to detract from the 
work of Jesus and encouraged others to focus on false beliefs. These “false beliefs” were 
nothing more than rules and ways that had nothing to do with the historical work and person of 
Jesus. These beliefs created growing cults as people blindly followed a teacher rather than the 
one who was being taught about, Jesus. The theologian Ravi Zacharias defined a cult as:  
Anything that deviates from the historic person and work of Jesus Christ or adds to his teaching 
and is generally at the instruction of one individual.  
 
In this week’s message Pastor Russ discusses how to recognize a cult and how we can safe-
guard our minds from being distracted from the person of Jesus and His teachings.  
 
Getting Started:  

 When you were younger, were you ever told something and believed it immediately, only 
later to find out when you were older it wasn’t true? (I.e. wait 30 minutes to swim after you 
eat, touching frogs will give you warts, cracking knuckles will give you arthritis, watching TV 
too closely will make you blind, swallowing gum takes 7 years to digest)  
 

Discussing:  

 Russ mentioned in his sermon that it is easy for Christ-followers to have “Secondhand 
faith.” In others words, to fully depend on a person for understanding instead of 
investigating God’s Word for answers. Why do you think “secondhand faith” is easy for 
some Christ-followers to adopt?  

 Have you ever slipped into having “secondhand faith” when you feel in love with a teacher 
and listened to his/her voice more than you did the voice of Jesus? Why is this sometimes 
called having “lazy faith”?  

 Russ said in his message: “Satan’s goal isn’t to make us evil, it is to keep us away from 
Christ.” 2 Corinthians 4:4 (NLT) “Satan, who is the god of this world, has blinded the minds 
of those who don’t believe. They are unable to see the glorious light of the Good News.” 
Many times Christ-followers think morality is Christianity. How can someone be moral in 
their actions but not know Jesus? (Read: 2 Corinthians 11: 14-15).  

 Russ talked about man-made rules that keep people from Christ. In essence they say “Jesus-
yes…Plus this…!”The message is: To be loved by God you need faith in Jesus, and…” What 
are some of the man-made rules and things Christians come up with and pressure others to 
do? (I.e. “Christians should never hang around those people.” “Every Christian needs to do 
this…!” “I do not see how a person can do that and call themselves a Christian…”) 

 One of the ways we can tell if we are being led away from Christ is when we begin to 
compare our sins to the sins of others. We might say “My actions are not nearly as bad as 



 

that person’s.” Or “My sins are little compared to that person’s sins.” What is the result of 
this type of thinking? Why do you think Christians easily fall into it?  

 “Keep your eyes on your own paper” was a phrase I heard in grade school when taking 
tests. Perhaps that phrase can help those of us who get distracted from Jesus and begin to 
compare and follow others. What are ways we can “keep our eyes on Jesus”? (Hebrews 
12:2)  

 
Something More:  
False teachers attempt to distort Scripture. What characteristics and/or tactics of false teaching 
are found in the following verses? (1 Cor 1:12;Gal. 4:8-11;Col 2:20-23) 


